"VU" COMES OUT
The fourth issue of "VU" was presented to the Institute yesterday and few students passed up the myriad sleuthing. By all indications, "VU" has fulfilled its purpose, that of becoming a permanent record of life at Technology.

Since "VU" is meant to be your magazine, and since it is trying to be your companion, why not give it a chance to reply to the questionnaire enclosed in each issue. "VU" will appreciate your efforts to make the pictorially representative student of wishful.

THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT
If you got a good score in "VU"'s "Who, you should be able to guess this profile anywhere.

Get it? That's right, it's a penny, only half size. Pennies are电量y luxurious thing. There are everywhere. They have always held a warm spot in everyone's heart. Pennies were the first significant wealth you were permitted to handle— and you could spend them when fumbling with sticks and wads of gum was the one sure get-rich-quick scheme in existence.

Once off childhood you turned to pennies as a handy thing to pull out. To the sack of piggy banks sound brimming full and weigh lots of pounds. Further along you may have discovered just how useful pennies can be for basic calculations. Last when the minutes and toothpicks run out, in a whimsical phrase entitled "penny-ante." This innocent diversion is said to have cut heavily into the piggy bank, sometimes the economic teachers cell liquidity or something.

The Director of the Mint in Washington, D. C., is vitally concerned in this penny liquid. and the scales are higher those "penny and this time. In trying to solve the question of copper or 1,100,000,000 cents are the case, and the Mint is asking you to get your small change out into circulation as possible. Last year the Mint marketed 2,150,000 cups of copper as we can be consumed in making more cents to say nothing of the tin.

Irrespective of what the Mint would have met the combined requirements for building 2 cruisers, 2 destroyers, 2412 flying million, 120 field guns and 120 howitzers; or 100 of the 65 billion, 12,590 mediums for big guns, "Penny ante" is it?

Yet the trick is to get these coppers back into circulation. With wholehearted cooperation, the Banker's Office through the Cashier's office, and all that remains is to fill them. Carnegie has placed a thing.

But this plight is more serious, and the Chinese students are not alone in this. In view of the events in the Far East, the refugee universities have been most inadequately equipped. In many cases the different organizations on campus are making joint efforts, but there are no social rooms or libraries.

TheMiss Harriet Aldrich, '44. half. Likewise, plans are under-This is well known.

The forthcoming exhibits will be of the utmost interest to those of the society which serves as a medium for the student. A joint membership plan of these was the mistake in the plan of the organizations Committee be approved. The name of an American-It lends assistance by the creation of the Chinese Students Fund News Service from all sources. It is, as soy-bean milk bars for student, as a matter of fact, to the refugees, which would maintain operation after it. To have the names of these refugees adherents among the educated. Plus the services provided by the Student Service Centers, the creation of the Worldwide Struggle Chinese Students Defies Educational Persecution Student Service Centers have received several rooms in a building which is cheaper, since it is more difficult to protect a building from air raids. The security of ed-ucational opportunity is generally staffed by voluntary student workers. It is interesting to note that the Student Service Centers have been opened in each of the six main centers in France. These centers are located in the New York area and are staffed by people of the same race.

The three refugee universities have been most inadequately equipped. In many cases the different organizations on campus are making joint efforts, but there are no social rooms or libraries.
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